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Introduction Components Progress cards

Aug 17, 2015 - experienced with the Expert cards of the base game. Components. 1. 6 Two-sided Player Boards. 2 34 Dynasties cards. 3. 6 Turmoil cards. 
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Introduction Nations: Dynasties is the ﬁrst big expansion for Nations. It includes 12 new Nations with dynasties and adds dynasties for the base game B-sides. Together with the new Progress cards, the already high replayability is increased signiﬁcantly. It is recommended to play with this expansion when you are experienced with the Expert cards of the base game.
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China, 221 - 206 BCE



Qin Dynasty
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1 Vatican



Action, max 3 per round:



return 1 hire 1 private



, for free



Play Dynasty or take 2 :



-2 Discard at the end of round -2
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Progress cards Mix in all the new cards in the appropriate stacks. To mark progress or limited number of uses the ” ” tokens are used, or any other tokens if the tokens run out.



Some buildings include the note: ” Max ” or “ Max ”, where number of equals the maximum number of workers which a player may deploy to the card.



Dynasties and Turmoil At the start of the game, randomly select a number of Nations equal to the number of players. Include all Nations from Dynasties and the B-sides from the base game in the selection. Take the two Dynasty cards for each available Nation and place them together with the board. Select Nations in the normal way (reverse turn order) after displaying the Progress cards. After placing Architects during the Maintenance Phase at the start of each round, place as many Turmoil cards beside the main board as the number of architects placed. As an Action, you may take one of the available Turmoil cards. Place it above your Nation board, close to your Special Rule, and immediately reduce your Stability two steps. At the end of the Resolution



phase, discard the Turmoil card and increase your Stability by two steps. The -2 Stability is shown on each Turmoil card so your total Stability can always be calculated. If you take several Turmoil cards in one round you will have several active Turmoil cards. When there are no more Turmoil cards available in a round, a player may not take this Action. When you take a Turmoil card you must make a choice: either take two gold from the supply or play one of your Dynasty cards. When you play a Dynasty card it replaces your Special Rule and remains in eﬀect until replaced by a new Dynasty card. If you have played both your Dynasty cards you cannot play any more.



Natural Wonders Natural Wonders are bought like normal Wonders and placed ”under exploration” on the ”under construction” space. Any Wonder under construction is discarded. On the following turns you must take the exploration action until your Nation discovers the Natural Wonder. You cannot take any other action until the Natural Wonder is discovered. Each time you explore you take an from the supply (Note: not from the available this round) and place it on a spyglass marker on your Natural Wonder. When you have placed as many as there are spyglasses on the card, the Natural Wonder is discovered and you move it to a Wonder space. On your next turn you take a normal Action again.



Discovered Natural Wonders may not be replaced by any cards, they are permanent. If you have no Wonder spaces remaining that can hold a Natural Wonder, you may not buy one. Bonus eﬀects for ready normal Wonders have no eﬀect for Great Barrier Reef discovering Natural Wonders (for example Hatshepsut and Sphinx from the base game or India – Mughal Empire). 2 In the solo game, you roll Action, 1 per round: the die each time you explore -1 , +5 a Natural Wonder. Permanent
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Special notes



Player Boards and Dynasties America - Democratic Republicans: This action is available if at least one of the players with least Strength (note several can have equal and least, and 2 players in 5-player games) has at least one Dynasty card remaining, and for each such player there is one Turmoil card available. If several players have least Strength, but some have no Dynasty, those players are not aﬀected. Each aﬀected player selects which Dynasty to play if they have more than one, takes a Turmoil card and plays a Dynasty card. For each player that played a Dynasty the America player gets 3 Books. Arabs – Abbasid Caliphate: When another player buys a Golden Age card, you may buy VP as though you had bought



that card regardless of what the other player chooses. Golden Age bonuses apply when you buy VP this way (i.e., you can get a discount on the VP as though you had bought the Golden Age.). Ethiopia – Special rule: When determining new player order, count your Stability as Strength and add it to your Strength. Use the sum as your Strength. Your Stability still counts normally for breaking Strength ties. You never increase your Strength on the board due to this rule. Ethiopia – Axumite Kingdom: The token remains until the card has been bought or discarded. The token does not aﬀect you.



India - Mauryan Empire: When you take a Worker in the Growth phase you can choose to take 2 extra. You can only take 1 extra if you just have 1 remaining Worker to take. India – Mughal Empire: When you have this Dynasty you get 1 VP each time one of your Wonders is ready and you move it to a Wonder space. Note: this does not eﬀect Natural Wonders which are discovered. Japan – Emperor: Add a token to the Advisor space for each Advisor you buy. You immediately discard advisors you buy. Your Advisor space eﬀect cannot be removed by any eﬀect. You cannot place advisors on Porcelain Tower, as they are discarded before you should place them. Japan – Dynasties: When playing your ﬁrst Dynasty, replace one Building/Military space. When playing the second, replace the same space. Japan – Hokkaido: This is a normal space for Buildings and military, but you cannot deploy workers on it before you have placed a new card on it. Korea – Special rule: Take Architects from the supply when you use this ability, not the Architects available for this round. Korea – Joseon Kingdom: Only one type of resource may be placed on the card each round. Mongolia – Workers: If you have less than 0 Strength during production, it causes revolt (-1 VP, -1 Book per negative, same as for negative stability). Mongolia – Steppe: This is a normal space for Buildings and military, but you cannot deploy workers on it before you have placed a new card on it.



Mongolia - Yuan Dynasty: These are taken from your normal workers, same as if you take them in the Growth Phase. Persia - Dynasties: When playing the ﬁrst Dynasty, replace one colony space. When playing the second, replace the same colony space. Persia – Sassanid Empire: If you take a Turmoil card and choose to take 2 Gold, then the eﬀect is activated. Take the Gold and discard the Turmoil card, which means that you do not get the normal -2 Stability for the round for having taken a Turmoil card. If you change to another Dynasty you get the normal -2 Stability for the round. Poland – Special rule: To get the bonus there must be a War, and you must not be defeated. Poland - Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth: Discard any Advisors on your Wonder spaces when you play a new Dynasty. Does not aﬀect Advisor on Porcelain Tower. Portugal – Portugese Empire: Discard any Colonies on your Wonder spaces when you play a new Dynasty. Rome – Roman Republic: Take an architect from those available this round, discard it, and increase your Stability by 1 for this round. Vikings – Special Rule: This eﬀect is performed after all of the players have ended the Production Phase. You do not gain any resources. Vikings – Old Uppsala: Note that this Wonder may be replaced to avoid the negative VP at the end of the game. Vikings – Normans: Your normal Raid value is increased by 3.



Progress cards Antikythera Mechanism: Golden Age Bonus has no eﬀect when choosing to draw cards. (Promo – 1st printing only) Arabian Nights: When it would be your turn in turn order, but you are passed over because you have passed, you get 2 Books. Golden Age Bonus has no eﬀect when choosing this option. Assassin: You must have a worker deployed on this card to get the eﬀect. You get the eﬀect in addition to the normal eﬀects of buying a battle. Each other player chooses either to pay food or lose advisor. Frédéric Chopin: Your Book production is doubled (not your total Books!). This card may be bought from another player as an action by paying 5 Gold to the supply. When the player with Chopin has passed, Chopin can no longer be bought by other players. Hawaii: Place a token on the upkeep for the worker you take due to this card to show it is not counted. The lack of upkeep cost is permanent for this worker. Le Vite: Golden Age Bonus has no eﬀect when choosing to add architects. Take architects from the supply and add them to the architects space.



Shwedagon Pagoda: Place a token here when you take this action, to remember where your additional Stability comes from. Discard the tokens at the end of the round and reduce your Stability accordingly. Siberia: At the start of the game, place the “Siberia ...is a vast region” card to the side, it is only used if Siberia is discovered. You must have two Wonder spaces that are free or can be replaced to buy Siberia. When Siberia is discovered place it on a Wonder space as normal, then take the “Siberia ...is a vast region” and place it on another of your Wonder spaces. Titusville: Count stones double only during Phase E (Resources) of the Game End scoring. Uncle Tom’s Cabin: Golden Age bonus has no eﬀect when choosing to Remove Buildings. All players, including you, must Remove all Buildings with Deployment cost of 1 Stone. The Removed cards are left in their spaces on the player boards, but ﬂipped face down, and function now as empty spaces for new Building/Military cards. Zhu Xi: Only the Advisor position used for Zhu Xi counts. If you have more positions (e.g. Porcelain Tower from the base game) and you place or replace advisors in those positions, Zhu Xi is unaﬀected.



Round Summary RESOLUTION PHASE



MAINTENANCE PHASE 1. Round Marker: Move to next round 2. Progress Cards: Reﬁll Progress Board 3. Growth: Take



or



/



/



1. Production: Building+Military+Colony+Wonder+ Advisor. Remember consumption/upkeep. 2. Player order: Adjust if needed



4. New Events: Draw new Event Card



3. War: If defeated, lose VP and pay resources



5. Architects: Reﬁll Architect spaces



4. Events: Resolve both events on Event Card



6. Turmoil: Reﬁll Turmoil Cards



5. Famine 6. Discard Turmoil Cards



ACTION PHASE



(7.)



A. Buy Progress Card



: Score if end of age



B. Deploy C. Hire Architect D. Special Action E. Take Turmoil Card F. Explore
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Mongolia – Inscription on a statue outside the Mongolian Parliament (FreeImages.com/Ian Beeby) Poland – Entrance door to a university building, Wroclaw, Poland. (FreeImages.com/Andrzej Pobiedziński) Portugal – Portugese maps, Cantino planisphere (1502) and Lopo Homen (1554) America – Navajo sandpainting Venice – Murano glass Vikings – Rök Runestone, Sweden Other textures – www.cgtextures.com
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C&K Components - RS Components 

K01 10 mm square snap-on. K02 Ã¸8 mm round snap-on. K03 8,5 x 3,8 mm single floating. K04 18,5 x 3,8 mm double floating. K05 5 mm square. Button Color.
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Lucky Cards 

Il y a 5 jours - Roissy Charles de Gaulle cedex organise sur internet, un jeu gratuit ... société organisatrice et de leur famille (même nom, même adresse) et ...
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In progress 

Dec 15, 2010 - BIS C-60R-001-08P-PU-05 ... EN 60068 Part 2-27 ... 1) Active surface 2) Clear zone 3) data valid 4) Cable bending radius 5) strip 6) Standard ...
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Biz cards 
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reaction cards 

K.Garnier-Colas- LP Doriole- La Rochelle. CONTRADICT. Sunday is a day for the family. GIVE AN EXEMPLE. Sunday is a day for the family. REFORMULATE.
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Protection components 

control and protection of motors, conforming to standards IEC 947-2 and IEC 947-4-1. Type of connection ... and impact, which is even more effective if conductors without cable ends are used. Each connector ... Standard power ratings. Setting.
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progress - USWingNuts 

a completed test-flight certificate, confirm this. ... by pilots without sufficient knowledge or experience ...... used by paragliding schools the period is 12 months.
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Measuring progress 

children to work co-operatively, experience success and gain enhanced self-esteem. ... such recognition can perform a useful service in informing Year 7 teachers of ... completion of the award, pupils are rewarded with a badge and certificate.
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Components 

The device uses Bluetooth Smart to transmit the heart beat rate at intervals to a ... Please note that Bluetooth Smart is only supported by Bluetooth 4.0. Older.
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Young Jedi Virtual Cards 

Play at start. Limit one per deck. Once per game, during your Even Up step, you may shuffle your hand into your deck, and Even Up. You cannot do this if you.
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AXIS COMMON SPECIAL CARDS 

AXIS COMMON SPECIAL CARDS. Air ace. Alertness. Ambush. Armorer's miracle. AP minefield. Arty ammo dump. Arty ammo out. Arty preplan. Assault team.
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Debian and smart cards 

Agenda. â€¢ Who am I? â€¢ What is a smart card. â€¢ Smart cards packages in Debian. â€¢ Why use a smart card. â€¢ What to buy? â€¢ Online information. â€¢ Conclusion ...
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Smart Cards Presentation objectives 

Java Card API. Applet 1 Applet 2 Applet 3. Michel Koenig. Smart cards tutorial. 34. Roles of the JCRE. â€¢ Downloading a package. â€¢ Creating an instance of.
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Young Jedi Virtual Cards 

Play at start. Limit one per deck. Draw 2 extra cards when defending a duel with a non-dueling character. Choose one planet. Your opponent's characters can ...
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Young Jedi Virtual Cards 

Senior Jedi Council Member. DAMAGE. 2 When she deploys, you may take Senator. Palpatine into hand from draw deck. Queen Amidala. Voice of Her People.
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Young Jedi Virtual Cards 

To use these cards, simply print them out and cut out the area beneath the card title, and place the cutout in a sleeve with the original card. We recommend using ...
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Young Jedi Virtual Cards 

Use with Sebulba. Add power bonus only if he fights Anakin, Jar Jar, or Anakin's Friend. Play at start. Limit one per deck. Once per game, during your Even Up ...
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Cards Against Humanity 

Un mime qui fait un AVC. 'i ' Cards Against Humanity. Hulk Hogan. 'i < Gards Against Humanity. Dieu. 'i' Cards Against Humanity. Se dÃ©crasser le dessous des.
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Progress Report - WP5 

The report in preparation contains an overview on legal aspects concerning conventional toxicity of ... In addition to EURISOL feasibility study, report App. B, an.
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160218 Statelessness progress - data.unhcr.org 

25 févr. 2016 - Adhésion | Accession. Adhésion en cours. Accession underway coordinateur national national coordinator révision législative sur la nationalité.
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SAW Components - Incomp 

May 8, 2001 - SAW Components. K 3953 M. 33,90 MHz and 38,90 MHz. IF Filter for Video Applications. Data Sheet. Plastic package SIP5K. Standard s B/G.
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product specifications - RS Components 

Normal operating temperature. TOP. 0. 50. Â°C. Normal storage temperature. TST. -10. 60. Â°C .... N = 0 : 1-line display ... BF cannot be checked before this instruction. ..... Module repairs will be invoiced to the customer upon mutual agreement.
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Hi-Fi Components .fr 

Almost 50 years ago Marantz introduced the legendary Models 7 and 9, ..... That's 64 times greater than conventional CD, and means much more detail is captured .... Multi-bit D/A conversion via CS4392 DAC ... in the Premium Series, it represents the 
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R191.209.000 - RS Components 

Insertion loss. 0.250 âˆšF(GHz) dB Maxi. RF leakage. - (. 57 - F(GHz)) dB Maxi. Voltage rating. 500 Veff Maxi. Dielectric withstanding voltage. 1000 Veff mini.
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